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How to use these questions: 
These discussion questions are based on the video and required reading for each class. You can use 
them to lead a discussion with your group, or you can use them to think about the class videos and 
readings on your own. You do not have to use them in the order given below, and you do not have 
to use all of them. Onward! 
 
Class 1 Questions for Beginning Writers 
Choose one or more of the options below to discuss with your group: 
 
From Edward Carey’s talk:  

In his talk, Edward Carey explains the ways in which drawing characters and their distinctive 
features and the clothes they wear, then mapping out the places they live, really helps him to 
understand his characters more. Can you see yourself using this method? Why or why not? 

 
From Bernice Chauly’s talk: 

Do you think some of the questions from Bernice Chauly’s character questionnaire would 
help characters in your own writing to feel more real? What are some other questions that 
you think you would ask a character to understand them more fully? 

 
Optional discussion activity: Have each person in your group imagine a new character they might 
like to write about. Together, come up with a list of questions that people might ask their 
new characters. 

 
From Doug Trevor’s talk: 

Doug Trevor talks about the importance of writing characters who are flawed and the ways 
in which those character flaws can help make the characters feel more multi-dimensional. An 
example of a character flaw might be the narrator in Laura van den Berg’s story “Where We 
Must Be” (the link to this story can be found in the Class 1 Readings document). In this 
story, the main character reveals that she wanted to become an actress so that she could hide 
from her own reality: “That’s the reason I always wanted to be an actress: when I’m in 
character, everything real about my life blacks out.” How does this flaw begin to tell you 
who this character is? How does this flaw explain the character’s emotions and actions later 
in the story? 
 

Optional assignment preparation question for beginning writers:  
The Class 1 Assignment for Beginning Writers asks you to first create a character and then 
place that character into a scene that is unfamiliar to them (full assignment instructions can 
be found in the Class 1 Writing Assignments document). To prepare for this assignment, 
look back at Laura van den Berg’s story “Where We Must Be.” In the story, the narrator 
finds herself in a strange situation: finding Bigfoot Recreation Park and getting a job as a 
Bigfoot performer. Think about how the character and the situation fit together in the story: 
what does her decision to take this job tell you about her character? As she describes what 
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her job is like, how do her descriptions tell you more about her character’s hopes, fears, and 
flaws? 

 
Class 1 Questions for Experienced Writers 
Choose one or more of the options below to discuss with your group: 
 
From Edward Carey’s talk: 

Think of a character and setting you have created in the past. What details are missing? What 
aspects of your character and setting have you struggled to perfect, if any? How might 
Edward Carey’s approach to visualizing the exterior of a character and environment help you 
to develop your character and setting? 
 

From Bernice Chauly’s talk: 
Bernice Chauly cites the writing of the Greek philosopher Heraclitus, who says that “A 
man’s character is his fate.” Think of a character you have created in the past. What do you 
imagine as that character’s fate? How could thinking about character as fate lead you to 
unexpected turns or developments in your writing?  
 

From Doug Trevor’s talk: 
Think about Doug Trevor’s advice for writing flawed characters. How could a character’s 
flaws create more natural, complex, interesting plot points or relationships with other 
characters in the story? Do you think Laura van den Berg’s story “Where We Must Be” is 
successful at using character flaws in her narrator to create a more complex story? (The link 
to this story can be found in the Class 1 Readings document.) Find a moment in the story 
where one of the narrator’s flaws becomes apparent: how do you see that flaw governing the 
character’s decisions and relationships?  

 


